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The Honda H engine was Honda 's larger high-performance engine family from the s and early s.
It is largely derived from the Honda F engine with which it shares many design features. Like
Honda's other 4-cylinder families of the s and s, It has also enjoyed some success as a racing
engine, forming the basis of Honda's touring car racing engines for many years, and being
installed in lightweight chassis such as the Honda CR-X for use in drag racing. The F20B is a
part of the F-series family of engines; it is basically a cast-iron sleeved down destroked version
of the H22A. It was developed by Honda to be able to enter into the 2-liter class of international
racing. H-Series consisted of two different displacements; H22 2. Both versions were using the
same block; different crankshafts and connecting rods were utilized to achieve displacement
variation. The H22 debuted in the U. Since then, versions of the H22 would become the
Prelude's signature high-performance engine worldwide until the end of Prelude production in
The type S Prelude has an engine rev cut of rpm. It has the same horsepower rating as the H22A
engine but a lower redline of rpms because it has a longer stroke than the H22A. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Honda H engine. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. Service Publication
Office, Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Category List Commons. Categories : Honda engines Inline-four engines
Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from
December All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Naturally aspirated Inline DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. Forums New
posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New media comments Latest activity.
Media New media New comments Search media. Members Registered members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
beano Start date Aug 4, I recently bought a honda prelude se with auto trans and the H23A1.
The guy before me spun 3 main bearings so it needs major work. I can get my Hands on a F22b
That is currently in a 92 lude at a local pull-it-yourself yard for about bucks. The particuar one I
was looking at was a dohc, i was wondering if it came that way or someone already swapped
the head. I wouldn't want to downgrade. What does the F22b come stock in? Sorry to start 20
questions Thanks for any input!!! Does anyone know what difference is on the 95 H23A1?
Hollander lists it as a 95 only for interchange? Can I put a H23a1 head on a f22b block. Sigurd
New Member. What F22B are you talking about? Cause preludes did not come with an F22B
engine. So if a '92 prelude has an F22B in it, it's a prior swapped motor. It's kind of hard to know
if it's an upgrade or not if you don't know what engine. More info please. All the block says is
F22B. It is a dohc. I just want to know if I can use my head, or even just my intake manifold
using the f22b block and head and the same computer in my 95 SE h23a1. My goal is to get the
car running properly and cash effectively, to the be able to sell it and make some ching. I'm not
looking to make mods or make it go fast. Its an automatic anyway. I posted a reply but it has to
get approved because it quoted another website with a link. But yes, your H23a head should fit
on the F series engine. If you want to sell it and "make some ching. Your H23A has hp, tq, cc
displacement and a 9. You'd probably have better luck selling a car with a real motor than a
frankensteined one, but that's just my opinion. Well I pulled and purchased the F22b dohc and
manual trans from a prelude yesterday. I am planning on just droping the whole engine in and
probably using my old intake for wiring ease. I wonder if I should switch that over. Obviously
the F22b didn't need it. What do you think? It is similar to the H23A ,. Specifications 2. I don't
think I'll need premium for 9. The Wiki numbers are a little off. What I posted is off of a list on
cb7tuner that was acquired from honda-tech. So I trust the numbers from honda alot more than
the numbers from Wiki, considering I can go in and change those Wiki numbers if I feel like it.
Swaping out the whole engine, good choice! You can probably sell the H23 head to someone for
a decent price, I'm sure someone out there is looking to port one out without having down time
on there engine or something. On the "oil cooler" note, I couldn't tell you. I've never done the
swap myself. I can try to see what I can find out. BrutalB83 Brutal Moderator Moderator. Sigurd
said:. Fair enough! I'm not to proud or just plain dickheaded like half of the people around to
admit I was wrong! I went back and checked, and the guy off cb7tuner said he actually got it
from top end motorsports, however I looked at the top end motorsports site and couldn't find
anything to support it. And all the info I've gotten off of here, hondahookup and cb7tuner told
me that those are the numbers. I had originally looked up my numbers for the engine on Wiki

too. I only know 2 people who actually have the JDM F22B engine in there Preludes, so they'd
probably be the best to ask, but I haven't talked to them about how much hp, tq etc they have.
Thanks for correcting me on the honda-tech thing though! I'm an idiot sometimes! Last edited:
Aug 13, Well I have the engine in and have driven the car a few times. While driving it around it
seems to have no power whatsoever at low RPM once the engine warms up. I got the check
engine light for the knock sensor code Turns out the JB weld didn't hold and neither does it
conduct electricity to ground the sensor. I am getting a special bolt welded so I can screw the
sensor into the block. I will then see if it runs better. Do Honda ECUs work that way??? First I
will go put the knock sensor in more properly today and update this if the problem is fixed
otherwise I'm wondering what the next step is. I used all the original manifolds and such so
everything plugged in properly. Any knowledgeable advice is welcome. Example: after the car
has warmed up and I come to a red light it will idle at about rpm and then If I try to take off it will
almost stall and take like 10 seconds to get moving, you pretty much have to nuetral drop it to
start moving cause it will barely rev up if you're under rpm. I'm going to give it a break for the
day cause I'm sick of it. I Only have ideas. Nevermind guys. I figured it out myself. I checked the
timing again after the engine was in the car and it was off a tooth. I put it back together and it
works fine! It is however much better now! Hey guys I was reading thru your postage and
honestly that f22b is a pain I've been working on this engine for the longest and its time for new
parts and I can't find no stock parts at all but ill figure it out but with what I really need help is
the bolt's torque spec and timeing. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar threads. Xanatos Feb 7,
Swap Articles. Replies 19 Views 18K. Jan 24, dilbeckskate. Replies 17 Views 4K. Dec 3,
DanTheHondaMan. Mishakol Nov 17, Accord. Replies 0 Views 4K. Nov 17, Mishakol Replies 1
Views 4K. Mar 7, Briansol. Replies 2 Views 2K. Aug 9, pleaboi. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Along with the 2. This engine was fitted with almost the same Let us look at the main
differences between engines H23A and H22A. To obtain 2. All together, it provided the
displacement of 2, cc. However, it does not have the variable valve timing and lift electronic
control system VTEC. Therefore, H23A engines lost power and aggression. After every 25,,
miles, valves are to be adjusted. The valve clearances for a cold engine are as follows: intake
â€” 0. These engines were fitted with cc fuel injectors. Throttle body diameter was 60 mm, same
as in H22A. The H23A firing order is: The H23A engine was manufactured until , when it was
replaced by K24A. They also increased the compression ratio to H23A1 Black top was the
version for North America. No, unfortunately, it is an ordinary engine. The engine power is HP
rpm, the torque is Nm rpm. This engine was installed in Honda Prelude 4th gen. Its valve cover
is black, so it was called Black Top. The main problems and disadvantages of this engines are
the same as for the H22A engine. HERE you will learn more about it. The easiest performance
tuning of H23A is buying an aftermarket intake manifold, headers and an 2. But it is better to use
a H22A Euro R intake system. Then buy Skunk2 Pro1 cams, valve springs and adjustable cam
gears. It will approximately add extra 10 HP. Getting more power is very difficult wi
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thout port and polish; you have to do it if you want to go even faster. Then buy Skunk2 Pro2
cams, and get over horsepower. This is the limit that is not worth exceeding, it would be less
expensive to simply buy a faster car. You can install an inexpensive turbo kit and get more
power, but use it at your own risk. Building a good turbo project will be much more expensive,
but we will tell you how to do it. To start, you will need H23A sleeves for your engine block to
withstand a lot of power. Of course, stock internals should be replaced with forged pistons and
H-beam rods e. You will also have to make an oil feed line for the turbocharger. It would be great
if you make head porting, and replace valves, valve springs and valve guides. Mitsubishi 4G63T.
Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. Toyota 4A. BMW S Honda R20A. Toyota
1ZR. Honda H23A. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. DOHC 4 valves per cylinder. Honda
Accord Engine lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real.

